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This work provides a simulated comparison of the performance and energy use of three of these new resilience
techniques for HPC systems. The simulated system is based on
analytical models for the NAS Block Tridiagonal benchmark
application [6] executing at extreme scale, as well as measurements taken from the Block Tridiagonal benchmark executed
on real-world server-class processors. Each resilience technique’s performance and energy use is simulated with varying system sizes and hardware component reliability levels.
Analysis is performed detailing the strengths and weaknesses
of each resilience technique. We conclude with a comparison
between each technique’s performance relative to the others, as
well as each technique’s performance compared to a traditional
checkpoint restart resilience approach.
With this work we make the following novel contributions:
• we construct a methodology for simulating the execution,
power consumption, and energy use of extreme-scale
computing systems operating with the uncertainty of
hardware failures;
• we provide a comparison of the relative performance and
energy consumption of four strategies for extreme-scale
high performance and cloud computing resilience.

Abstract—As the computing power of large scale computing
systems increases exponentially with time, their failure rates are
increasing exponentially as well. While current high performance
computing (HPC) systems experience failures of some type every
few days, projections indicate that the next generation exascale
machines will experience failures up to several times an hour.
The resilience techniques implemented in today’s HPC and cloud
computing systems do not efﬁciently scale up to the exascale
level. Several more scalable resilience techniques have recently
been proposed for next generation HPC systems. However, thus
far it is not known how these techniques directly compare to
one another in terms of performance and energy use. This
work explores four resilience techniques, and considers each
technique’s ability to handle varying levels of system reliability
and system sizes. We demonstrate how each technique compares
in terms of application performance and energy use and provide
recommendations on their suitability at an exascale level.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
System reliability has recently become a looming and unsolved problem in the ﬁeld of high performance computing
(HPC). Today’s HPC systems are nearing the performance
capability of one-hundred petaﬂops [1]. Current HPC systems
experience failures on the order of every few days, but models
indicate that an exascale-sized system will likely experience
system failures several times an hour [2].
Contemporary HPC systems have thus far been able to
successfully mitigate the effects of system failures through
the use of checkpoint-based rollback recovery and redundant
execution of code using additional hardware. However, as the
mean time between failures (MTBF) of future HPC systems
decreases, these traditional approaches to system resilience
either do not scale to meet the system’s increased demand
for performance or require too much energy to be feasibly
implemented [3].
Recent works have proposed several alternative resilience
techniques that are potentially better able to handle the increasing numbers of failures associated with these larger scale
systems [2] [4] [5]. However, the relative performance and
energy use of each of these techniques when compared with
one another is unclear.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Overview
We limit the resilience techniques considered to those that
are transparent to application programmers and system users.
While several other techniques for mitigating the effects of
system failures exist, we refer the reader to the summaries
provided of such works in [7], [8], and [9]. Speciﬁcally
this work focuses on examining techniques utilizing rollback
recovery and redundancy.
B. Rollback Recovery
Rollback recovery based techniques rely on periodically
saving the system’s executing state and rolling back to an
earlier state after the occurrence of a failure. Such a technique
is referred to as checkpointing [10] [11]. All rollback recovery
techniques rely on this notion of checkpointing in some form.
Because of their nature of loading an earlier system state
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C. Redundancy

after a failure, all rollback recovery techniques necessarily
lose some productivity as the restarted applications must
recompute work lost between the time of the failure and the
time of the last checkpoint. Our work examines three types
of rollback recovery techniques: checkpoint restart, multilevel
checkpointing, and message logging.

Redundancy based techniques improve a system’s reliability
by executing redundant copies of the same piece of code [23].
It is possible to implement redundancy in either hardware or
software [8], but in either case the improved reliability comes
at a cost of using additional resources.
Because of its necessity for using more resources, redundancy alone is typically not considered to be viable resilience
solution for exascale systems. However, recent been made
to allow the system to utilize redundancy in less resourceintensive ways. Dynamic redundancy allows for the executing
application to choose a subset of processes for redundant
execution [24]. Partial redundancy combines redundancy with
checkpointing, and allows for applications to redundantly execute a portion of processes in the system, providing improved
resilience for part of the system, while using only a portion
of the necessary system resources [5].

1) Checkpointing and Restarting: Checkpointing is by far
the most commonly used resilience technique employed by
today’s HPC systems. The most general implementation of
the checkpointing technique operates by stopping the system’s
execution at regular intervals to save the state of all executing
applications to a permanent storage device, typically a parallel ﬁle system. Such a checkpointing technique is called a
blocking, coordinated checkpoint [7]. Several variations and
improvements on this technique have been made since its
initial inception. Attempts have been made to create nonblocking or semi-blocking checkpointing, which allows the
system to continue to execute while checkpoints are saved to
permanent storage [12] [13]. Attempts have also been made to
allow for uncoordinated checkpoints of the system, preventing
the need for all processes in the system to restart when a
failure occurs [14]. However, the length of time associated
with checkpointing, restarting, and recomputing work lost to
a system failure, and the frequency that the system needs to
take checkpoints for very large scale applications with any
of these checkpointing techniques has been shown to provide
diminishing returns with increasing system sizes. Traditional
checkpointing alone is thus not expected to be capable of
providing resilience to systems at exascale sizes.

III. HPC S YSTEM S IMULATOR
A. Overview
Because no exascale system is currently available, we
perform experiments via simulation. We have created an eventbased simulator capable of simulating application execution
on arbitrarily large systems [25] [26]. Simulated applications
execute under the inﬂuence of randomly generated system failures, but are able to employ various resilience techniques capable of helping to mitigate the impact that those failures have on
the application’s execution. Throughout an application’s simulated execution, values of execution time and energy use are
recorded for the simulated events associated with computation
(execution toward the application’s completion), checkpoints
(saving a backup of the application’s current computation
progress), restarts (restoring the application progress saved in
the last system checkpoint after a failure occurs), recovery
(recomputing progress lost to a failure after the system has
restarted), and failed checkpoints or restarts (when failures
occur during checkpoint or restart events).
With the exception of computation events, the actions taken
for each simulated event are determined according to the
resilience technique employed by the simulated system, as
outlined in Section III-C.

2) Multilevel Checkpointing: Multilevel checkpointing involves multiple levels of checkpointing, each level offering a
trade-off between the time required by the system to checkpoint or restart, and the level of failure severity from which
the checkpoint can recover [4]. In general, checkpoints of
different levels correspond to saving data to different levels of
the memory subsystem or allow for saving checkpoints across
the memory of one or more partner nodes. Checkpoint levels
also may employ various encoding techniques (such as RAID
or Reed-Solomon coding) to improve the resilience offered by
a particular checkpoint level [4] [15]. Attempts also have been
made to reduce checkpointing’s dependence on the parallel ﬁle
system [16] [17] [18]. One challenge associated with using
multilevel checkpointing is in determining the optimal number
of checkpointing levels and the optimal computation intervals
between checkpoints at each level. Various solutions to this
problem have been proposed [4] [19] [20].

B. Modeling System Failures
The probability of failures occurring in HPC systems are
commonly modeled according to exponential distributions
[27]. Our simulator follows this assumption and generates
failures according to a Poisson process, with each new failure
arriving according to the previous failure’s arrival time (TAi−1 ,
with TA0 = 0) plus a random variate generated from an
exponential distribution Ti ∼ Exp(λsys ) with an expected
1
. The parameter λsys indicates the
arrival rate of E[Ti ] = λsys
average failure rate of the entire system, and is deﬁned as the
number of nodes in the simulated system, Nsys , divided by the
mean time between failures of the system nodes, M T BFN ode ,

3) Message Logging: Message logging attempts to provide
resilience to a system by recording messages sent among
processes to create snapshots of the system’s execution distributed across system memory [21]. When a failure occurs,
the failed node is able to use messages stored in the memory
of other system nodes to save on the amount of rework that
is performed by the system when restarting from a checkpoint
on a failure [22].

λsys =
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Nsys
,
M T BFN ode

(1)

with Nsys and M T BFN ode explicitly deﬁned in Sections III-C, V-B, and V-C for each experiment.
In addition to the time at which failures occur, some
resilience technique’s behavior depends on having information
about which system node has failed (in the case of redundancy)
and the severity of the failure (in the case of multilevel checkpointing). Failure generation in our simulator accommodates
both of these additional failure attributes. When determining
which node has failed the simulator assumes a uniform random
distribution over all active nodes in the system and selects
one node at random as the failed node. The level of failure
severity is determined by the type of system failure and the
implementation of the multilevel checkpointing technique. We
have assumed the multilevel checkpointing implementation of
[4]. During simulation, the probability of having a failure at
a severity level j is determined by the ratio of the number of
failures that occur at failure severity level j, λLj , to the total
number of failures, λLtot , for failures measured from a system
over an extended interval of time. The resulting discrete set
of probabilities for each of the j levels is used to create a
probability mass function. During simulation, random variates
are sampled from this probability mass function to produce
integers that deﬁne the severity level of each failure.

recompute the work lost to a failure. As with all message
logging techniques, parallel recovery beneﬁts the system by
allowing functional nodes being used by the executing parallel
job that included the failed node to remain idle while the
failed node recomputes work lost due to a failure. This
decreases both the system power needed during recovery as
well as the chance that a failure will interrupt the recovering
system in comparison to other checkpoint based techniques.
However, unlike other message logging techniques, parallel
recovery improves checkpointing and restart time by utilizing
in-memory checkpointing as outlined in [28].
4) Partial Redundancy: The Partial Redundacy technique
in [5] combines traditional checkpointing with varying degrees
of hardware redundancy. “Partial” redundancy is achieved by
allowing only a fraction of the total system nodes required by
the executing application to have redundant hardware during
its execution. For example, a degree of redundancy of r = 2.5
dictates that each virtual process of an executing application
requiring a single node will have at lease two physical nodes
performing the same computation, and half of the virtual
processes will have three physical nodes performing the same
computation. At the same time, checkpoints are taken by the
system at regular intervals. When failures occur on system
nodes, the system only requires a restart if failures occur on
all (possibly redundant) physical nodes associated with one of
the application’s virtual processes before the next checkpoint.

C. Resilience Technique Simulation
Four resilience techniques have been implemented in our
simulator. A traditional checkpoint restart based technique,
Checkpoint Restart, as well as three techniques proposed for
next-generation HPC systems. The multilevel checkpointing
approached described in [4], Multilevel Checkpoint, an implementation of message logging outlined in [2], Parallel Recovery, and a technique combining traditional checkpointing with
partial redundancy of the system hardware in [5], Redundancy.
We now describe the implementation of these techniques.
1) Checkpoint Restart: The Checkpoint Restart technique
implemented in our simulator is the traditional periodic, blocking, coordinated checkpointing technique, with its checkpoints
saved to a parallel ﬁle system. This basic strategy for checkpointing has been the baseline that is compared against by
many contemporary works in HPC resilience. All three of the
next-generation resilience techniques explored in this work not
only use this traditional checkpointing technique as a baseline
for comparing their own work, but all of them, to some extent,
base their own improved techniques on this approach.
2) Multilevel Checkpointing: The approach in [4] implements a three-level checkpointing model. Associated times for
checkpointing, TCLj , times for restarting, TRLj , and failure

IV. E XASCALE M ODELING M ETHODOLOGY
A. Overview
The foundation of each of our simulated system experiments
is either based on measurements taken from a real-world
system or extrapolated from analytical equations. This section
details the methodology we use to construct various system
setups for simulating applications executing at extreme scales.
B. NAS Block Tridiagonal Benchmark at Extreme Scales
Without access to an exascale system it is not possible
to directly measure application performance, energy use, or
behavior of the application operating when employing a given
resilience technique. However, the work in [29] provides an
asymptotic analysis of the execution of the NAS Parallel
Benchmark’s Block Tridiagonal (BT) application [6] at extreme scales. An instance of the BT application executes with:
P MPI
√ ranks (with each rank mapped to a single CPU core),
q = P data blocks per MPI rank, a problem size of N 3 total
data points, and ( Nq )3 data points per data block. Analysis
in [29] indicates that, for each executed time step of the
3
application, each MPI rank will have 2994 Nq2 total ﬂoating
3
point operations of computation work, occupy 368 Nq2 bytes
of data in memory, send a total of 6q messages between MPI
2
ranks, and transmit a total of 1320 Nq bytes of messages.
Because the BT application exhibits weak scaling, by definition as the number of MPI ranks P increases to P  the
computational work per MPI rank remains constant. With
the computational work of each MPI rank constant, it is
shown in [29] that the amount of memory used by each

λL

severity ratios, λL j , are deﬁned according to [4]. The optot
timal checkpoint intervals at each level also are determined
according to the Markov model in [4].
3) Parallel Recovery: The technique in [2] adapted in
our simulator is an improvement to the message logging resilience technique. Parallel Recovery allows for faster recovery
from a system failure by allowing the failed node’s work to
be temporarily parallelized across several nodes after being
restarted, thereby reducing the time needed by the system to
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minimal impact on the application’s performance [34]. The
system node performance parameter (RF LOP S ) was calculated
by monitoring the ﬂoating point operations executed by the BT
application and averaging that total by BT’s execution time.

MPI rank also remains constant, and that 
the data volume
of communications increases by a factor of 6 P  /P to give a
total scaled communication volume of
N2 
6
V = 1320
P  /P ,
(2)
q

D. Communication Power Model



sent in a total of

The power used for system communication is calculated
for each system node. Given a switch power of PS = 100
watts, the number of nodes linked by a single switch (node
concentration) of N C = 12 nodes, and given that a network
interface controller of a single node consumes N IC = 10
watts at full utilization [35], the power spent by a single node
for communication during computation is

P
(3)
P
messages. For a network latency of L converted to units of
seconds and a bandwidth of BW in units of gigabytes per
second, using Equations 2 and 3 we can derive the time spent
on communication in each time step as
K=6

V
.
(4)
BW
For a node with Ncores number of cores, executing at
RF LOP S ﬂoating point operations per second, the time spent
on computation in each time step, for each MPI rank is
TCOM M = KL +

TCOM P =

2994Ncores N 3
.
RF LOP S q 2

PCOM MComp =

TCOM M
PS
+ N IC
.
NC
TCOM P + TCOM M

(6)

The power spent by a single node for communication during
a time of high network trafﬁc, such as during a checkpoint or
restart (CR), is

(5)

PCOM MCR =

PS
+ N IC .
NC

(7)

C. Real-World System Measurements

E. Resilience Technique Speciﬁc Parameters

Several parameters required for performing experiments
with our simulated system require real-world measurements
of execution of a node. Node measurements were taken from
the execution of an HP Z820 workstation [30]. The target Z820
machine used has two sockets, with each socket supporting a
12-core Intel Xeon E5-2697v2 processor [31], for a total of
24 cores in the compute node.
1) System Power measurement: Power measurements of the
Z820 system were taken using a “Watts Up? PRO” power
meter [32]. The “Watts Up? PRO” monitors the instantaneous
power use of the Z820 at the “wall outlet” level, recording
samples at one second intervals. Power use of the system was
measured for the BT application during application execution,
PN ODE , application checkpointing, PN ODEC , and application
restarting, PN ODER . The system idle power, Pidle , was measured by recording system power use during execution of the
Linux sleep command.
2) Checkpoint and Restart Measurements: Checkpointing
and restarting of the BT application was performed on our
target system using the Distributed Multithreaded Checkpointing (DMTCP) system [33]. The BT application was executed
using 25 MPI ranks (making most efﬁcient use of the Z820
system node), and checkpoint and restart times were measured
natively by DMTCP. Checkpointing to RAM was measured by
writing to and reading from a system RAM disk. Checkpoint
time to and restart time from RAM were measured from
an average of ten samples as TCRAM = 0.34 seconds and
TRRAM = 0.24 seconds, respectively.
3) Node Performance: Measurement of the Z820 system
node performance was accomplished using processor performance counters. Performance counters are built into the Intel
Xeon E5-2697v2 hardware [31] and allow the user to monitor hardware events during an application’s execution, with

In addition to the parameters measured for a system node’s
execution, each of the four resilience techniques implemented
in the simulator requires its own set of parameters to govern
the technique’s execution.
1) Checkpoint Restart Parameters: Checkpoint Restart
reads and writes its checkpoint data to a parallel ﬁle system.
For our experiments, we assume an equal checkpoint and
restart time using a parallel ﬁle system of TCP F S = TRP F S =
20 minutes, as observed in prior work [3]. The optimal
checkpoint period, τ , is derived from the system’s checkpoint
time and failure rate according to [36] as

2TCP F S
τ=
− TCP F S .
(8)
λsys
2) Multilevel Checkpointing Parameters: Our experiments
use a simulated Multilevel Checkpointing system of three
levels. The ﬁrst level writes checkpoints to the node’s local
RAM, the second level writes checkpoints to RAM in a
partner node, and the third level checkpoint is written to a
shared parallel ﬁle system. Additionally, whenever a higher
level checkpoint is taken, all lower level checkpoints are taken
simultaneously, with lower level checkpoint time masked by
the time of the higher checkpoints, as outlined in [4].
The time used for taking a level one checkpoint, TCL1 , is
TCL1 = TCRAM and time for a level one restart, TRL1 , is
TRL1 = TRRAM . Checkpointing to and restarting from partner
nodes are each expected to take about two minutes [2]. We use
this same assumption for our simulation experiments, setting
level two checkpoint and restart times to TCL2 = TRL2 = 2
minutes. Level three checkpoints to the parallel ﬁle system
are deﬁned to be twenty minutes. The optimal computation
interval and number of lower level checkpoints taken before
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TABLE I
S IMULATED S YSTEM PARAMETERS

taking a higher level checkpoint is determined using the
Markov model in [4].
As outlined in Section III-B, multilevel checkpointing requires knowing the probability of failures at each severity
level. We derive these values from data presented in [4] as
the level one, two, and three failure ratios λλLL1 = 0.308,
tot
λL2
λL3
λLtot = 0.545, and λLtot = 0.147, respectively.
3) Parallel Recovery Parameters: For our simulation study,
we assume that the number of system nodes available for parallel recovery after a failure is φ = 8. We assume that this level
of parallelism will reduce the time for recovery by a factor
of σ = 7.26, as measured in [2]. The temporary slowdown
of the application due to load imbalance after recovery and
until the next checkpoint is assumed to be Λ = φ+1
φ . As with
multilevel checkpointing, the checkpoint and restart time for
parallel recovery from RAM is two minutes.
4) Partial Redundancy Parameters: All parameters associated with the Partial Redundancy resilience technique remain
the same as the Checkpoint Restart technique, except for the
inclusion of the parameter r, indicating the system’s degree
of redundancy. We vary the parameter r from 1.25× to 2×
redundancy based on the experiment being performed, as
described in Section V.

parameter

small scale

sunway

exascale

P

262,144

10,647,169

134,217,728

Nsys

10,923

40,960

260,112

24

260

516

RF LOP S

27 GFLOPS

2271 GFLOPS

4507 GFLOPS

PN ODE

312 watts

375 watts

375 watts

PN ODEC

278 watts

334 watts

334 watts

PN ODER

278 watts

334 watts

334 watts

Pidle

127 watts

153 watts

153 watts

1.2μs

1μs

0.8μs

40 Gb/s

96 Gb/s

192 Gb/s

Ncores

L
BW
TS
performance

100

100

100

295 TFLOPS

93 PFLOPS

1.2 EFLOPS

P : number of processor cores (MPI ranks) used by BT;
Nsys : number of system nodes;
Ncores : number of cores per node;
RF LOP S : performance of a node;
PN ODE : power consumed by a node during computation;
PN ODEC : power consumed by a node when checkpointing;
PN ODER : power consumed by a node when restarting;
Pidle : power consumed by a node when idle;
L: network communication latency;
BW : network communication bandwidth;
T S: timesteps executed by BT (determines application execution time).
performance: calculated total system performance

F. Simulated System Setup
Studies are performed using three different simulated systems: small scale, sunway, and exascale. Values for the parameters of each simulated system are presented in Table I.
1) Small Scale System: The small scale system is a homogeneous system composed of 10,923 nodes. The small scale
system’s nodes are based on the same HP Z820 machines
that were used in the real-world system measurements in Section IV-C. Measurements for network latency and bandwidth
were taken from [37]. Parameter values for the small scale
system are listed in the second column of Table I. The power
and performance values listed are averaged over ten samples,
and are rounded to the nearest integer.
2) Sunway System: The sunway system is our recreation
of a system capable of performing similar to China’s Sunway
TaihuLight supercomputer, the world’s highest performing
system as of June 2016 [1]. The third column of Table I
shows the system parameters we use to simulate the sunway
system. While the sunway system has a theoretical peak
performance of 125 petaﬂops, we run our experiments with the
simulated system node performance parameter (RF LOP S ) calculated from the sunway’s maximum measured performance
of 93 petaﬂops. We have assumed a linear increase in power
consumption of checkpointing, restarting, and idling from the
small scale system to the sunway system. We also assume that
the time that it takes for a sunway system node to checkpoint
and restart are the same as the values used for our small scale
system. All other values for the sunway system’s simulation
parameters are taken from [38].
3) Exascale System: Similar to the sunway system the
exascale system is a homogeneous system. Each system node
is similar in architecture to the sunway system, but we assume

that at the time of an exascale machine’s construction the
number of computation processing entities per node will have
doubled from 256 to 512, with each node still having an
additional four cores used for both computation and node
management. The number of system nodes is then scaled to
perform at an exascale level. Parameter values for the exascale
system are displayed in the fourth column of Table I. With
the exascale system, we assume that node power consumption will continue to decrease, allowing system node power
to remain the same as for the sunway system, despite the
increase in the number of cores per node. We also assume
internode communication will continue to improve, allowing
an exascale system to have a network latency L = 0.8μs and a
bandwidth BW = 192 Gb/s. Using the scaled value for node
performance, an instance of the BT application executing at a
problem size requiring 134,217,728 MPI ranks would require
260,112 system nodes, and operate at 1.2 EFLOPS.
V. S IMULATION S TUDIES
A. Overview
We utilized our simulation environment to conduct two sets
of studies. Each study simulated the BT application according
to the methodology presented in Section IV. We refer to each
independent simulation of a study as a trial. The outcomes
of each trial vary based on the randomness associated with
modeling failures outlined in Section III-B For each study
we executed 200 independent trails, recording in each trial
the amount of simulated time it took the BT application to
run to completion, as well as the energy used by the system
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Fig. 1. Resilience technique efﬁciency at various levels of system node reliability. Efﬁciency is deﬁned to be the ratio of an application’s time without
slowdowns (from failures or checkpointing) over the application’s execution time with slowdowns (from failures or checkpointing). Each bar in the ﬁgure
represents the average of 200 trials. Standard deviations are shown for each bar.

Fig. 2. Resilience technique energy use for four different levels of system node reliability. The height of each bar in the ﬁgure depicts the normalized
total energy consumed by each technique for each study. The colors of each bar represent how system energy was consumed. Total energy consumption is
normalized to the Parallel Recovery technique at each respective level of system node reliability. Each bar in the ﬁgure represents the average of 200 trials.
Standard deviations of each technique’s normalized total energy consumption are also shown for each bar.

during computation, checkpointing, restarting, recovering after
restarts, and failed checkpoints and recoveries.

application’s execution time with slowdowns (from failures or
checkpointing). The color of each bar indicates the resilience
technique in the experiment, and the height of each bar
indicates the average efﬁciency of the trials.

B. System Node Reliability
The ﬁrst set of studies focuses on investigating how each of
the four resilience techniques behaves under varying levels of
system node reliability. We ran each simulation on the small
scale system, varying the system node reliability by modifying
the M T BFN ode parameter to values of 5, 10, 20, and 40 years
of mean time between failures. We tested each level of system
reliability with each of the four resilience techniques. For
the Partial Redundancy technique, we explored four different
degrees of system redundancy, 1.25×, 1.5×, 1.75×, and 2×.
The results of the experiments are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
In each ﬁgure, groupings of bars along the x-axis indicate the
different values of M T BFN ode .
Figure 1 shows the efﬁciency of each resilience technique.
Efﬁciency is deﬁned to be the ratio of an application’s time
without slowdowns (from failures or checkpointing) over the

Figure 2 shows the normalized system energy consumption
of the same experiments shown in Figure 1. Each bar in Figure 2 has been normalized to the average value of the Parallel
Recovery experiment data in each M T BFN ode grouping. The
colors of each bar indicate the breakdown of energy consumed
in each experiment, with the colored portions of each bar
representing the portion of total energy used for each type of
simulated event deﬁned in Section III. The height of each bar
indicates the average of the total normalized energy consumed
for the trials in the experiment.
Comparing the results in Figure 1 and Figure 2 it can
be observed that the Parallel Recovery technique provides
the most efﬁciency for every node reliability level except
M T BFN ode = 40, and uses the least amount of energy for all
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Fig. 3. Resilience technique efﬁciency at various system sizes. Efﬁciency is deﬁned to be the ratio of an application’s time without slowdowns (from failures
or checkpointing) over the application’s execution time with slowdowns (from failures or checkpointing). Each bar in the ﬁgure represents the average of 200
trials. Standard deviations are shown for each bar.

Fig. 4. Resilience technique energy use at various system sizes. The height of each bar in the ﬁgure depicts the normalized total energy consumed by each
technique. The colors of each bar represent how system energy was consumed. Total energy consumption for each system size is normalized to the Parallel
Recovery technique. Each bar in the ﬁgure represents the average of 200 trials. Standard deviations of each technique’s normalized total energy are shown
for each bar. Annotations in the subset of the exascale results represent each truncated bar’s average value and standard deviation.

node reliability levels. However, while the Partial Redundancy
technique is more efﬁcient in one case, the system efﬁciency
provided by the Partial Redundancy technique clearly comes
at a high energy cost, due to the increase in total system nodes
necessary to utilize the technique.
As is to be expected, all resilience techniques result in an
increase in efﬁciency with more reliable system nodes (increasing values of M T BFN ode ). From the standard deviations
of each experiment, it can be observed that Parallel Recovery
and Partial Redundancy with a redundancy degree of 2× are
much more consistent (have smaller standard deviation values)
than the other resilience techniques.

time between failures of M T BFN ode = 10 years was used
for all simulations. The results from our system size scalability
simulations are in Figure 3 and Figure 4, with each ﬁgure’s
organization similar to Figure 1 and Figure 2, except that bar
groupings indicate system size instead of node reliability. Each
of the results in Figure 4 has been normalized to the result
for the Parallel Recovery technique. The Checkpoint Restart
experiments and the Partial Redundancy experiments with a
degree of redundancy of 1.25× and 1.5× require an excessive
amount of energy and the bars depicting their results have
been truncated, with the averages and standard deviations of
their respective sets of trials indicated on each respective bar.

C. System Size Scalability
The second set of simulations investigates how each of the
four resilience techniques behave as the system size increases.
We simulated each of the resilience techniques from the
studies in Section V-B, but varied the simulated system among
the three systems described in Section IV-F. A node mean

Examining the results in Figures 3 and 4 it is clear that only
the Parallel Recovery technique and the Partial Redundancy
technique with a degree of redundancy of 2× are capable of
scaling to exascale system sizes with any reasonable execution
efﬁciency. However, Partial Redundancy is outperformed by
Parallel Recovery for every system size, and use of the Partial
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We performed simulations comparing the performance and
energy use of four HPC and cloud computing resilience techniques. The techniques considered are the traditional Checkpoint Restart technique, as well as Multilevel Checkpointing,
Parallel Recovery, and Partial Redundancy, three techniques
proposed for next generation large-scale HPC systems. Our
results indicate that Parallel Recovery and Partial Redundancy with a degree of redundancy of 2× are the best at
maintaining the performance of executing applications, both
with decreasing system node reliability, and increasing system
sizes, from today’s largest computers through to exascalesized machines. When comparing system energy efﬁciency,
the Parallel Recovery technique was the most energy efﬁcient
in all system sizes and node reliabilities.
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